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Prior to LNP, NPA-NXX assignments are made through a number administration process.  NPA-NXX assignments are made by an administrator, and published in the LERG or other notice to the industry.  Notification of NPA-NXX assignments are made in advance of number assignment to end users.

If a carrier fails to provision GTT information for a new NPA-NXX, then messages for services (CLASS, CNAM, LIDB, ISVM) that encounter that network fail, and that service invocation fails.  No message looping is caused.
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With LNP, the NPA-NXX assignment process remains unchanged.  Added is a process to distribute “exceptions” (10 digit GTT information for ported numbers) to the NPA-NXX routing information.  The “exception” data is distributed by the NPAC download process.
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With number pooling, the process to build GTT tables needs to accommodate data representing pooled numbers.  There are a number of alternate ways which GTT data can be handled in order to support routing of messages in a number pooling environment.

In this first alternative, a carrier might extend the design concepts of the number portability GTT architecture.  The carrier might use a 7 digit (NPA-NXX-X) “default” table.  This table would be populated by processes driven by the administrative process that assigns NPA-NXX-X ranges.

Note: Snapback to the block holder is accomplished by removing 10D ported information from the 10D table.  Absent a 10D entry, GTT looks to 6/7D “default” table for routing.

Issue: The carrier would need to decide whether a NPA-NXX subject to pooling would have a both 6 digit and 7 digit defaults, or only 7 digit default information, when using this scheme.
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In this second alternative, the carrier also uses 7 digit (NPA-NXX-X) “default” (or range) tables, but derives the 7 digit entries from the pooling data downloaded from the NPAC.

There are a number of ways the 7 digit entries could be derived from the data downloaded from the NPAC.

A) For uncontaminated ranges, handled on a pre-port basis, the LSMS/NP GTT sees a full 1K range of DNs downloaded, and can build one 7D entry instead of 1K ten digit entries.  (1K pooled entries -> 1K pooled range)

B) Alternatively, the LSMS/NP GTT could see that at least one DN within the NPA-NXX-X is identified as “pooled”, and could assign one 7D entry for the NPA-NXX-X.  (1 pooled entry -> assume 1K pooled range)

Note: Snapback to the block holder is accomplished by removing 10D ported information from the 10D table.  Absent a 10D entry, GTT looks to 6/7D “default” table for routing.

Issue: The carrier would need to decide whether a new NPA-NXX that is designated to be pooled would continue to get a 6D default, or would only have 7 digit entries.
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In this third alternative, the carrier’s GTT tables do not separate pooling from porting information. The carrier populates a ten digit record for each pooled record downloaded from the NPAC.

Note: Snapback to the block holder requires that a 10D ported entry be replaced by a 10D pooled entry in the NP GTT 10D table.

Note: This scheme could include a capability to aggregate/disaggregate consecutive sequences that share the same characteristics within the 10D table.

Issue: The carrier would need to decide whether a new NPA-NXX that is designated to be pooled would continue to get a 6D default, or would only have 7 digit entries.
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Pre-Porting versus Port-on-Demand

•

If pre-porting is used, then all schemes are

equivalent.

–

Info for all 1K DNs are provided to all carriers and in

place in all systems before first customer is assigned.

•

If some carriers use port-on-demand:

–

Scheme 3 only has GTT for assigned DNs

–

Schemes 1 and 2B have GTT info for the entire 1K

block (both assigned and unassigned DNs)

–

Scheme 2A will have GTT info for assigned DNs, may

have info for some unassigned DNs
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Assume:
Network A is block holder.  (Example: 847-248)
Network B is the code holder.  (Example: 847-248-1XXX)
Network A uses GTT scheme which only builds GTTs pointing to block holder as DNs are actually assigned (port on demand).  Network A has default six digit GTTs pointing to the code holder (847-248 points to Network B).  
Network B uses GTT scheme which builds GTTs pointing to block holder when block is assigned.  (847-248-1XXX points to Network A).
Scenario:
LIDB query to 847-248-1111, which is a vacant DN (customer mis-dialed calling card number)
Network A finds no 10D GTT entry for DN, uses 6D default data a forwards message (based on 847-248) to Network B.
Network B finds no 10D GTT entry for DN, uses 7D data (847-248-1) to forward message to network A.
Loop created!
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Potential for GTT Looping

•

For assigned DNs, both networks will have GTT info,

looping will not occur

•

For vacant DNs, networks may have different GTT info,

causing loop potential

•

Messages for Vacant DNs

–

LIDB (Calling Card number misdialed)

–

CLASS (Service activated towards vacant DN)

–

ISVM/MWI (voice mail platform transmits message to

disconnected DN)

–

CNAM (not anticipated, because calls 

from

 vacant DN not likely)
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Potential Solutions?
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Port-on-demand networks “kill” messages for

unassigned DNs

–

Pre-port networks forwards messages to block holder

•

Messages are either delivered to the block

holder or killed
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Proposed Recommendation

•

Networks that do not build pooling GTT

data covering every number in a pooled

block shall not populate 6D default GTT

data for the underlying NXX code




